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Abstract
Polarized neutron reflectivity of a Co-Cr film on silicon with the easy axis of magnetization ~~ndic~~~
to t
has been measured at in-plane magnetic fields of various magnitudes. The obtained data can be well described
constant atomic density and a gradual increase of the in-plane magnetization with depth at the different ma

1. Intrt?duction
Co-0
recording

films are candidates for perpendicular magnetic
because of their easy axis perpendicuiar to the
sutiace of the filr~. Polarized neutron reflectometry
[I]
provides information on the magnetization parallel to the
polarization of the neutrons as a functiun of depth z. This
technique measures as a function of qo, the component of
the incoming wave vector perpendicular to the surface, the
intensity of specularly reflected polarized neutrons. The
intensity is proportional to the square of the modulus of
the reflection amplitude of the neutron wave function
I)(Z), which satisfies the Schrijdinger equation

Co,,-Cr,,
was rf sputtered on sib
hysteresis curve of the sample as ob
surements. ft is clear that the magn
tropic. The specular reflection of the
sample of neutrons polarized parallel an
the magnetization direction of the sample
a function of qo, at ‘CRISB’, the time-ofter of ISIS at the Rutherford Appleton
angle of incidence was 0.3”. The measurements
performed at various magnetic fields.

were

aw4

-----+q;-T(z))Jl(z)=O.
3Z2

r(z), the neutron scattering length density as a function of
z, depends on the (in-plane averaged9 atomic number
density, n(z), the nuclear scattering length, h,(z) and the
magnetic moment averaged in the direction of the polarization of the neutrons, ~4~1, according to
~*(z)=4~{n(z)(~,(z)fCCl(z))).

Fig. 2 shows the measured neutron r&xtivity,
not
corrected for the polarization grade of the keam and for
flipper efficiency. The reflectivity
of a sampIe
calculated, using the so-called matrix method. This

(2)

C is a constant, i.e. 2.445 fm/pn. The + or - sign in
T(z) applies for neutron spin parallel or anti-parallel to
the in-plane magnetic moment. Obviously r(z) contains a
nuclear part, r,, and a magnetic part r,. The latter is
proportional to the magnetization in the direction of the
polarization of the neutrons.
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Fig. 3. The fitted modelscorresponding
to thepolarized neutron
reflectivities of Fig. 2.

gradual increase of the in-plane magnetizationat low
magneticfields cdl?be explained by an increaseof the
mis-orientation of the easy axis of magnetizationwith
depth.At higher magneticfields theincreaseof the in-plane
magnetizationcan be explained by the larger amount of
grainboundariescloseto the substrate.Chromiumtendsto
dissolvein thesegrainboundaries,The spontaneousmagnetization of Co-Cr sensitivelyinL;easeswith a decreaseof
the amountof chromium.

The measuredpolarized neutron reflectivity data of a
Co-Cr film can well be describedusinga model assuming
c to be constantand r, increasinggradually with depth.
The gradual increaseof &, can be understoodfrom the
structureof the Co-Cr layer.
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